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We study the behavior of the dual to the solution operator of the equation
 .  . . l o c .u t s u q a) Au t with a g L R in a general Banach space setting. We0 1 q
shall construct various spaces that are well known in semigroup theory but were
not available for solution operators to Volterra integral equations previously. The
most prominent one will be the space X(, the sun-dual space. Q 1999 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a Banach space and A be a linear, closed, densely defined
l oc .operator in X. For fixed a g L R and u g X, we are interested in a1 q 0
solution to the equation
t
u t s u q A a t y s u s ds t G 0 . 1 .  .  .  .  .H0
0
There exists an elaborate solution theory for this equation. We only state
w xthe necessary concepts; for details we refer to 14 .
All vector-valued integrals are Bochner integrals. We use the standard
convolution notation
t
a) b t s a t y s b s ds .  .  .  .H
0
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 .whenever this makes sense. Thus, Eq. 1 becomes
u t s u q A a)u t . .  .  .0
 .   ..Equation 1 has a solution family S t ift G 0
 .  .  .  .i S t g B X for t G 0, t ¬ S t x is continuous for all x g X
 .and t G 0, and S 0 s I.
 .  .  .  .ii S t Ax s AS t x for all x g D A and t G 0.
 .  .  .  .iii u ? s S ? u solves Eq. 1 for all u g X.0 0
 .  . .From this we obtain that if S ? is a solution family, A a)S ? is
5  .5 v tstrongly continuous. A solution family that satisfies S t F Me for all
t G 0 for some M ) 0 and v g R is called exponentially bounded, and
yv tv S s inf v g R: sup e S t - ` .  . 5
tG0
is called the growth bound.
We will use the Laplace transform at times. Suppose f : R ª X isq
5  .5 v tmeasurable and there exist M ) 0, v g R, such that f t F Me for
almost t G 0. Then the Laplace transform
`
yl tÃf l s e f t dt .  .H
0
exists for all l g C with R l ) v.
l oc .A function a g L R is called exponentially bounded if there exists1 q
` yv s <  . <an v g R such that H e a s ds - `.0
 .The closed operator A with dense domain D A and the exponentially
l oc .bounded function a g L R remain fixed for the remainder of this1 q
section and Sections 3 and 4, unless we specifically remove these condi-
tions.
Duality theory for semigroups was developed as early as 1955 by R. E.
 w x.Philipps presented in the monograph 9 . The body of knowledge has
w xincreased steadily since then; the recent monograph of J. van Neerven 17
gives a good account of modern developments. Applications appear, in
 w x.particular, in population dynamics e.g. 8 but are certainly not restricted
to this. However, these concepts have never been introduced to Volterra
integral equations, although they are closely related to delay equations,
which play an important role in various fields and have been treated by
duality theory. The aim of this paper is to give an introduction to a duality
theory for Volterra integral equations similar to the one for semigroups. In
fact, we recover several well-known theorems for semigroups, if we con-
 .sider a t ' 1.
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2. THE DOMAIN OF A
In semigroup theory the Favard class plays an important role, particu-
larly in perturbation theory. Construction of an equivalent for solution
 .operators of 1 is not difficult. This space will be the topic of the next
section. We start off with some propositions for the spaces X and X1 y1
 .to be defined , which we need later on and will serve as motivation.
Since A is a closed operator, we may consider the graph of A with the
 . 5 .5 5 5 5 5  .appropriate norm G A , and x, Ax s x q Ax for x, Ax gG
 .  .G A . This space is isometrically isomorphic to D A with the graph
 5 5 .norm. We call this space X , ? . It is continuously embedded in X. Ify11
 .  2 .the resolvent set r A of A is nonempty, A : D A ª X , with A x s Ax,1 1 1
 .  .is a closed operator in X and r A s r A . On the other hand, we may1 1
 .  .consider X = X rG A with its natural norm. It is isometrically isomor-
5 5 5 5phic to the completion of X with the norm x [ inf y qy1 y g D A.
5 5.  5 5 .x y Ay for x g X. We call this space X , ? . The operator A:y1y1
 .  .D A ª X is continuous and densely defined, its unique extension toy1
X as domain makes it a closed operator in X , and it is called A . Wey1 y1
 .  .  w x w x .have r A s r A . For details see 11 , 12 for a construction.y1
The proof of the following proposition is omitted; it only uses the
 .  .  .  .relation S t Ax s AS t for x g D A , where S ? is the solution family of
 .Eq. 1 .
  ..   ..PROPOSITION 2.1. The restriction S t to X of S t , the1 t G 0 1 t G 0
 .  .solution family to 1 in X, is strongly continuous, and if r A / B, it sol¨ es
 .  .1 for each u g X and A replacing A. S t has a unique, bounded0 1 2
 .extension to X for each t G 0, and t ¬ S t is also strongly continuous.y1 y1
  ..  .This extension S t sol¨ es 1 in X with A replacing A.y1 t G 0 y1 y1
There are various equivalent norms used on the spaces X and X .1 y1
 . 5 . 5 5 5   ..Namely, if l g r A , then lI y A x ; x x g D A andA
5 .y1 5 5 5  .lI y A x ; x x g X . The above construction may be repeated,y1
 .  .   . .and if we set X s X and X s X if r A / B foryn ynq1 y1 n ny1 1
 .n g N, then X , X for n, m g Z. We have the following charac-n m nqm
 . w xterization of D A , which, as a consequence of 14, Corollary I.1.6 , we
state without proof.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 1 admit a solution family with growth bound v
 .such that the Laplace transform of the solution exists for l ) v for
l oc .v-exponentially bounded a g L R . Set for 0 - u - pr2 and e ) 01 q
eV [ 1ra m : Rm ) v q e , arg m F u . 4 .  .Ãu
 .Then the following characterization of D A holds.
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y1 0< <D A s x g X : l A lI y A x con¨erges as l ª `, l g V . .  . 4u
 .y1  . < <Note that l l I y A ª I strongly , if it converges at all as l ª `.n n n
This stems from the fact that
y1 y1
l l I y A x s x y A l I y A x .  .n n n
for any x g X. Using this equation and the existence of a bound M ) 0
5 .y1 5 < <such that l I y A x F Mr l for n G n , we see the claim forn n 0
 .  .x g D A . For arbitrary x g X, this follows from the denseness of D A .
 .In semigroup theory we have for the generator A of a semigroup T t
 .  q  . 4 X .  .that D A s x g X : ­r­ t T t x exists at t s 0 and T t x s T t Ax
 .for x g D A . This is not true for general solution families. In fact, the
 .  .continuous differentiability of S T x for x g D A is only guaranteed if
 .a g BV R , X . On the other hand, we may change the differentiabilityl oc q
condition.
t <  . <Without loss of generality we may assume that H a s ds / 0 for all0
 .t ) 0. Otherwise we would have for some t ) 0 that a t s 0 for almost0
w x  .all t g 0, t , and thus by definition of a solution family S t x ' I for0
w xt g 0, t . This implies that A is bounded, which is the trivial case with0
 . l oc .X s D A . We consider the following assumption on a g L R .1 q
Assumption 2.3. There exist e ) 0 and t ) 0, such that for all 0 - ta a
F t ,a
t t
a s ds G e a s ds. .  .H Ha
0 0
This is the case for functions a, which are positive on some interval
w .0, t . For almost all reasonable functions in applications it is easy to seea
that they satisfy this assumption. There are nonetheless examples of
 .functions that do not. Consider the following one see Fig. 1 .
EXAMPLE 2.4. The function a: R ª R defined below has the followingq
 .  .properties: a g BV R and a ? violates Assumption 2.3:q
5yn yn yn¡y2 x g 2 , 2 ,.6
5yny1 yny1 yn~a t s . 2 x g 2 , 2 , n g N.6¢ w0 x g 1, ` ..
2yn  . 2yn <  . <Proof. By construction we have H a s ds s 0 and H a s ds s0 0
4ynq1r3 for n g N. This shows the claims for a.
 . t  .Let a t s H a s ds for the remainder of this article. Define the setÆ 0
Ä .D A as follows:




 .Note that in the case of semigroups a t s t and in the case of cosineÆ
2 Ä .  .  .families a t s t , we have the well-known result that D A s D A . WeÆ
want to prove that this is the case in general.
Ä .  .THEOREM 2.5. Under Assumption 2.3, D A s D A and
y1lim a t S t x y x s Ax. .  . .  .Æ
tª0
 .  xProof. Let x g D A . For arbitrary e ) 0 let t g 0, t , such thata a
5  . 5 w xS s Ax y Ax F e for all s g 0, t . Then
y1a t S t x y x y Ax .  . .  .Æ
t ty1s a t a t y s S s Ax ds y a s Ax ds .  .  .  . .Æ H H /0 0
ty1F a t a s e ds .  .Æ H
0
F ere .a
Ä .  .This shows that D A ; D A .
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Ä y1 .   ..   . .On the other hand, let x g D A and let lim a t S t x y x s y.Æt ª 0
t  .  .  .We have H a t y s S s x ds g D A . Since A is closed, we obtain by0
ty1a t a t y s S s x ds ª x , .  .  . .Æ H
0
ty1 y1a t A a t y s S s x ds s a t S t x y x ª y .  .  .  .  . .  .  .Æ ÆH
0
 .  .as t ª 0 that x g D A .
 .Some immediate corollaries from this description of D A are now
given, before we examine other important spaces. We drop the require-
ment that A is closed and densely defined for the next proposition only.
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Under Assumption 2.3 suppose 1 has a solution
 .family for a linear not necessarily densely defined or closed operator A. Then
A is densely defined. If A is closed, then A is uniquely determined by the
 .solution family S ? .
 .  . .Proof. The denseness of D A is a consequence of the facts a)S t x
 .   ..y1 . .g D A for t G 0 and a t a)S t x ª x as t ª 0. If two generatorsÆ
A and B generate the solution family, then they have the same domain D
by Theorem 2.5 and
y1Ax s lim a t S t x y x s Bx. .  . .  .Æ
tª0
It is easy to see that these arguments do not require the general assump-
tion dropped in this claim.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Under Assumption 2.3 suppose a is a real ¨alued, X is
 .  .  .a Hilbert space, and 1 has a unique solution family S ? . Then A is
 .self-adjoint if and only if S t is self-adjoint for any t G 0.
 .  .Proof. Suppose S t is self-adjoint. For x g D A we have
Uy1 y1 UAx s lim a t S t x y x s lim a t S t x y x s A x . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .Æ Æ
tª0 tª0
 .Suppose now that A is self-adjoint. By taking the adjoints in Eq. 1 , we
 .Uinfer that S ? is also a solution family of the same equation. By
 .  .Uuniqueness, we have S t s S t .
PROPOSITION 2.8. Under Assumption 2.3 suppose a is real ¨alued, defined
  .  . .  .on R and odd ya t s a yt , t g R , X is a Hilbert space, and 1 has a
 .   .. unique solution family S t define the solution on the negati¨ e realt g R
 ..  .axis by allowing t - 0 in 1 . Then A is skew-adjoint if and only if S yt s
U  .S t for all t g R.
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 .  .U  .Proof. Suppose S t s S yt for t g R. For x g D A we have
Uy1 y1 UAx s lim a t S t x y x s lim a t S yt x y x s yA x . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .Æ Æ
tª0 tª0
On the other hand, assume that iA is self-adjoint. It follows that the
 .U  .  . X .family S t solves Eq. 1 for a, yA by taking adjoints. Let S t s
 .US yt for t g R. We then have
ytU UXS t s S yt s I q A a s S yt y s ds .  .  .  .H
0
t Us I y A a ys S s y t ds .  .H
0
t Xs I q A a s S t y s ds. .  .H
0
 .  . X .  .UBut S ? is unique in solving this equation; thus S yt s S yt s S t
for all t g R.
An example of an operator A, which is skew-adjoint and a real function
 . w xa, such that a, A is not well posed, is given in 14, Sect. 1.1 .
3. THE FAVARD CLASS OF A
In semigroup theory the Favard class sometimes called the generalized
.  .  .domain is defined for a given semigroup T ? with A as its generator as
y1F A s x g X : sup t T t x y x - ` . .  . 5
0-t-
 .  .With I s 0, 1 we define for x g F A the norm
y15 5 5 5x s x q sup t T t x y x , .F
tgI
 .which makes F A the Banach space X . By changing the interval I toF
 .another bounded interval in R , we obtain equivalent norms. T t is aq
  .bounded operator on this space but T ? is not necessarily strongly
.continuous on it . X is a closed subspace of X , and both spaces coincide,1 F
if X is reflexive. This space can be defined for general solution families in
a similar way. In fact, it can be defined for all A, for which there exists a
 .  . < <sequence l with l g r A and l ª ` in a similar fashion, asn n n n
shown below. We shall show some interesting properties of that space. Let
 .  . l oc .1 admit a solution family S ? with growth bound v for a g L R1 q
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 ` yl t <  . <  . .such that H e a t dt - ` for R l ) v . Define for 0 - u - pr2 the0
set Ve as in Proposition 2.2. Then letu
y1 1F A s x g X : sup l A lI y A x : l g V - ` . .  . 5 5u
This space is made a Banach space called X with the normF
y1 15 5 5 5x s x q sup l A lI y A x : l g V . . 5F u
To see that this space is independent of u , note
y1 y1
l A lI y A x y m A mI y A x .  .
l y m . y1 y1s A lI y A m A mI y A x . .  .
m
 . . 1 < . <The latter will remain bounded if x g F A u and m g V and l y mu
< < 1 XF 3 m . However, the latter condition can always be satisfied, if l g V .u
 .It is obvious that the solution family S t leaves this space invariant.
Moreover, X is a closed subspace of X . We may also consider the space1 F
y1ÄF A s x g X : sup a t S t x y x - ` , .  .  . .  .Æ 5
0-t-1
Ä .which corresponds to D A , where convergence was required. We intro-
 .duce the following assumption on a ? , which will allow us to show that
Ä .  .  .F A s F A . We define arg z to be one of the values f of smallest
modulus, such that z s reif with r, f g R.
 .Assumption 3.1. For each u g 0, pr2 , there exists an v g R and0
 .  .e ) 0, such that for all v g C with arg v - u and R v G v holds,u 0
`1 yR v . s yv se e a s ds F e a s ds . .  .H Hu
0 0
The following lemma will give a sufficient condition for this assumption
l oc .to hold. Recall that a function a g L R of subexponential growth is1 q
< X . < <  . <called 1-regular if there exists an M ) 0 such that la l F M a l forÃ Ã
all l g C .q
 . w .LEMMA 3.2. Let there exist f g 0, pr2 , f g 0, 2p , and t G 0, such0 0
<   .. <  xthat arg a t y f F f for all t g 0, t . If a is furthermore 1-regular,0 0
then Assumption 3.1 holds.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that f s 0; we could0
if 0  .  .  <  . <otherwise consider e a ? instead of a ? . The sector S s z g C: arg z
4  < <  .4F f can be rewritten as S s z g C: z F cR z for some c ) 0. We
w xpromptly have for t g 0, t and v g R greater than the exponential0
bound of a:
t tyv s yv se a s ds F c e R a s ds .  . .H H
0 0
t yv ss cR e a s ds .H /0
t yv sF c e a s ds . .H
0
We now choose v ) 0 large enough so that for all v ) v ,0 0
`t0 yv s yv se a s ds G 1 q c e a s ds. .  .  .H H
0 t0
We then conclude via repeated application of the triangle inequality that
` `y1yv s 2 yv se a s ds F c q 2c e a s ds . .  .  .H H
0 0
Now, 1-regularity implies
a R l F c a l .  . .Ã Ã0
 w x.see 14, Lemma 8.1 for all l g C . This finishes the proof.q
Note that these conditions are not equivalent. It is easy to see that
 .a t s x is not 1-regular. But Assumption 3.1 is equivalent to thew0, 1x
existence of e ) 0, such that
y1 yR l. y1 yle R l 1 y e F l 1 y e .  .  . .
in each sector of angle u . But this existence follows from
yl yR l.< < < < < <1 y e G 1 y e and R l G l cos u . .
Ä .  .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Assumption 2.3 hold. Then F A ; F A . If ,
Ä .  .additionally, Assumption 3.1 holds, then F A ; F A .
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 . 5  .5 w xProof. Take x g F A . Let S s F M for s g 0, t . Then
y1
a t S t x y x .  .Æ
ty1s a t A a t y s S s x ds .  .  .Æ H
0
ty1 y1F a t lim sup a t y s S s l A lI y A x ds .  .  .  .Æ H
1 0< <l ª` , lgVu
ty1 5 5F a t a t y s M x ds .  .Æ H F
0
M
5 5F x ,F
ea
if we choose t F t .a
 .  .For the second part of the proposition let b t s a t x . Using thisw0, 1x
1  .  .  .for l g V , l s 1ra m with some m g C with arg m - u , R m )Ãu
v q 1, we conclude
y1y1 y1l A lI y A x s A I y l A x .  .
y1y1s l I y l A x y l x .
`
ym ts ml e S t y I x dt . .H
0
`  .min 1, tyR  m . t< <F ml e M a s ds dt .H Hx
0 0
`y1 yR  m . t< <F M ml R m e b t dt .  .Hx
0




This concludes the proof.
4. THE SUN-DUAL
 . U  U .For the solution family S ? we have for x g D A
U U U U U :  :x , S t x y x s a)S t x , A x . .  .  .
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 .If S ? is strongly continuous and exponentially bounded, then this implies
  .U 4  U .that the family S t : t G 0 is strongly continuous on D A at t s 0. It
 .U  U .  .  .is simple to see that S t leaves D A invariant. The fact S t A ; AS t
implies
U UU UU US t A ; AS t ; S t A s A S t . .  .  .  . .  .
It is easy to see that we have continuity at t G 0.
From the boundedness of the dual solution family follows its continuity
 U . (  ( .  .U < (on the closure of D A , which we term X . Now, S t [ S t :X
4  (.t G 0 presents a solution family by itself in X , solving the equation
t
(u t s u q a t y s A u s ds .  .  .H0
0
(  (.  U  U . U U (4 (for u g X and D A s x g D A : A x g X . For A to be a0
(  (.generator, A has to be a closed operator and D A has to be dense in
(  (. UX . We observe that D A is dense if the resolvent set of A is
nonempty, and A( is closed as AU is. We therefore assume from now on
 .that r A / B. The rest of the criteria for solution families are just as
easy to confirm.
THEOREM 4.1. Under Assumption 2.3 let
UU U U UM s x g X : lim S t x y x s 0 . . 5
to0
Then X ( s M.
Proof. Assume xU g M. Then we find for any x g X,
1U Uy1 U U U U : 5 5x , a t a)S t x y x F x S t x y x , .  .  .  . .Æ
ea
  ..y1which approaches zero uniformly in x g X, as t o 0. Thus a tÆ
 . .U U U a)S t x ª x as t o 0 where the convolution integral is considered
 U . .  . .U U  U .in the s X , X -topology . But a)S t x g D A , since for all x g
 .  .D A and t g 0, 1 ,
U U U : 5 5 5 5Ax , a)S t x F M x x , .  .
U U5  .5with M s 1 q sup S t . We conclude that x g D A . .0 - t -1
We have two interesting corollaries that are well known in the case of
semigroups.
 U .  U .COROLLARY 4.2. Under Assumption 2.3, D A is s X , X -dense in
X U.
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There are more results along these lines; we only mentioned those we
need in the following. We may construct spaces X (U and X (( in the
obvious manner. X is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of X ((. We
identify it with X. If this subspace is all of X ((, we call X sun-reflexive.
 .For any linear, densely defined operator B: D B ; X ª X we may
(  ( . ( (  ( .  Uconsider the sun-dual B : D B ; X ª X with D B s x g
 U . ( U U ( 4D B l X : B x g X .
Ä ( U .  .PROPOSITION 4.3. Under Assumption 2.3, F A s D A .
U  U .Proof. If we take x g D A and x g X, we see
U U U U U U( :  : 5 5 5 5x , S t x y x s a)S t x , A x F a t M x A x , .  .  .  .Æ
U Ä ( .which proves x g F A .
On the other hand, we may use a corresponding estimate and the fact
  ..y1 . . < U: < 5 5  .that a t a)S t x ª x to see that Ax, x F M x for x g D AÆ
U Ä ( U U .  .and x g F A . Thus, x g D A .
(U Ä .  .PROPOSITION 4.4. Under Assumption 2.3, D A l X s F A .
 (U . (Proof. Let x g D A l X. Then for any y g X :
U ( :  :x , S t y y y s x , S t y y y .  .
tU(5 5 5 5s A x a t y s S s y ds. .  .H
0
(  U . UNow, X is s X , X -dense in X ; therefore the inequality for all
U 5  .5 w xy g X . S s is bounded for s g 0, t ; thus taking the supremum over all
y g X U implies
S t x y x F M a t , .  .Æx
Ä .concluding x g F A .
Ä U ( .  .Now let x g F A . For any y g D A we have
y1U U( : 5 5x , A y F y sup a t S t x y x . .  . .Æ
0-s-1
< ( U: < 5 U 5  (U .Therefore x, A y F M y , and thus x g D A .x
 .The proof of the following two propositions as many others may be
w xcarried over verbatim from 17 .
 .  ( .PROPOSITION 4.5. Under Assumption 2.3, r A s r A and
 ( .y1  .y1 .(lI y A s lI y A .
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Under Assumption 2.3, X is sun-reflexi¨ e, if and only if
 .y1  ( .  .lI y A is s X, X -compact for some l g r A , in particular, if
 .y1  .lI y A is compact for some l g r A .
w xKeeping notation as in 17 , we get
y1U U(= ( (X s y g X : lI y A y g X . . 5
 .(U  .This space is invariant under T t , independent of l g r A , and a
closed subspace of X (U , since X is closed in X (U. If X is sun-reflexive,
(= (U  (U .X s X and D A ; X.
THEOREM 4.7. If Assumptions 2.3 and 3.1 hold, then the map
Ä (= .F: F A ª X defined byy1
y1U(F x s lI y A lI y A x .  .y1
 .is an isomorphism, independent of l g r A .
y1 Ä Ä .  .  .Proof. The mapping lI y A : F A ª F A is an isomor-y1 y1
phism, which can be seen using the commutativity of the resolvents with
the solution operators. By Proposition 4.4 we know that F is well defined
(= Ä .and maps into X . It is also bijective. Now assume x , x g F A forn y1
all n g N and
Äx ª x in F A , . .n y1
F x ª y in X (U ; .n
 .  (U .y1  .y1then x g D F and lI y A y s lI y A x. Therefore F x s y.y1
By the closed graph theorem, F is an isomorphism. The independence of
 .l g r A is trivial.
LEMMA 4.8. Under Assumption 2.3,
y1U U U U U UD A s x g X : lim inf a t S t x y x - ` . .  .  . .  .Æ 5
tª0
 U .Proof. D A is obviously included in the set on the right-hand side.
For the reverse inclusion let xU be from that set. Taking a sequence of
 .   ..y1 5 U  . U U .5positive numbers t , such that a t S t x y x approaches theÆj j j j
 . Ulower limit as j ª ` t o 0 , we find, as in Proposition 4.3, that x gj
 U .D A .
There are many results available from semigroup theory concerning the
dual of a semigroup and the Favard class. Many of them should be readily
applicable to the case of solution families of Volterra integral equations.
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We shall prove a perturbation result before considering some examples.
w xThe corresponding theorem for semigroups can be found in 7 , for
instance.
l oc .  .THEOREM 4.9. Let a g L R and let a, A generate a solution1 q
  . 4  .family S t : t G 0 , such that X is sun-reflexi¨ e. Let a ? fulfill Assumption
(U  .2.3. Then for any linear, continuous B: X ª X , a, A q B also generates
  . 4 5  .  .5a solution family S t : t G 0 . Moreo¨er, we ha¨e S t y S t sq q
  ..O a t for small t ) 0.Æ
 .Remark. Actually, by saying a, A q B generates a solution family,$ $
 .we mean that A q B: D A q B ª X, with
$
U U( (D A q B s x g X l D A : A x q Bx g X , 4 . .
$ $
U(  .and A q Bx s A x q Bx for x g D A q B generates a solution family.
 .  (U .Proof. Without loss of generality, assume 0 g r A s r A . Since
((  (U .X s X, the inclusion D A ; X holds. For any x g X we compute
t y1U U U( ( (S t y s a s Bx ds s A S t y I Bx .  .  .  . .H
0
y1U(s S t y I A Bx. .  . .
w x . w x .From this equation we infer that F : C 0, T , X ª C 0, T , X , definedT
by
st U(F f t s S t y s B f s y r da r ds, .  .  .  .  .H HT
0 0
is linear and continuous for any T ) 0. It is, in fact, easy to see that
w x .piecewise constant functions are mapped into C 0, T , X and by a limit
w x . 5 5  <  . < yt 4argument so is all of C 0, T , X . Take f s sup f t e for0 t gw0, T x
w x . w x . w x .f g C 0, T , X as the norm in C 0, T , X . For any f g C 0, T , X we
have
stU( yt5 5 5 5 < <F f F sup S t B sup e f s y r da r ds .  .  .0 HHT t gw0, T x t gw0, T x
0 0
stU( yt syr5 5 5 5 < <F f sup S t B sup e e da r ds .  .0 HHt gw0, T x t gw0, T x
0 0
U(5 5 5 5F f sup S t B Var a , 2 .  .  .0 t gw0, T x
where we have used that X can be considered a closed subspace of X (U.
Thus there exits a T ) 0 such that I y F is invertible for 0 - T F T .0 T 0
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 . .  .y1 . .We now obtain the continuous function s x t s I y F S t xq T0
that uniquely satisfies
st U(s x t s S t x q S t y s B s x r da s y r ds .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hq q
0 0
w x  . .for s g 0, T . We have s x 0 s x. Another calculation yields0 q
A(U a) s x t s A a)S t x q A(U a)S(UB) s x ) da .  .  .  .  . .  .q q
s S t xyxq S(U y I B) s x ) da .  .  .q
s S t xyxqS(UB) s x ) dayB I) s x ) da .  .  . .q q
s s x yxyB a) s x t . .  .  . .q q
 . . 5  . .5By construction, s ? t is linear and sup s ? t - `. We defineq t gw0, T x q0
 .  . . w x  .S t s s x t for x g X, t g 0, T . The family S ? can be extendedq x q 0 q
w x w xcontinuously beyond 0, T . To see this, suppose t g T , 2T and let0 0 0
sT0 U(s x t s S t x q S t y s B s x r da s y r .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ä H Hq q
0 0
t T0U(q S t y s B s x r da s y r .  .  .  .H H q
T 00
st U(q S t y s B s x r da s y r , .  .  .  .ÄH H q
T T0 0
 .where s x is the unknown to be solved for. By the same method asÄq
 .above, we obtain a linear, strongly continuous, and bounded family S t xq
 . . w x  . .  . .s s x t for x g X, t g T , 2T with s x T s s x T . In thisÄ Äq 0 0 q 0 q 0
manner, a solution family may be obtained on all of R . To see thatq$
A q B generates the family, it remains to show that A q B is closed and
densely defined in X. $
U( .Suppose x ª x and A q B x ª y in X as n ª `. Then A x qn n n
Bx ª y in X (U , and by continuity of B we have A(U x ª y y Bx inn n
X (U. But x ª x in X (U since X is a closed subspace therein. Using then
(U  (U . (Uclosedness of A , we find x g D A and A x q Bx s y g X, from$
 .which we infer x g D A q B . The denseness follows from the fact that
A(U q B a)S t x s t x y x .  .  .  .q q
  ..y1 . .and a t a)S t x ª x as t ª 0.Æ q
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5  .  .5The boundedness condition for S t y S t , which remains to beq
 .shown, follows from the norm of F in 2 . This ends the proof.T
This theorem can be used as in the semigroup case to show that
equations with certain boundary conditions for the involved differential
operator still yield a strongly continuous solution family by means of
 .  w x.perturbation of simple e.g., Dirichlet boundary conditions see, e.g., 7 .
Here we take a look at another example:
 .EXAMPLE 4.10. Let G be the unit circle, X s C G , and A s ­r­ x
 .  X 4with D A s f g X : f g X . It is well known that A generates a
(  . (U  .  .C -semigroup and X s L G , and thus X s L G . Let h g L G ;0 1 ` `
  .  ..then h can be considered an operator in B C G , L G . Therefore, for`
l oc .  .any a g L R such that a, A generates a solution family and As-1 q
 .sumption 2.3 holds, a, A q h also generates a solution family. Recall that
the space X ( is independent of a.
Although quite simple, this example illustrates that duality theory can be
w x. w x.of use in transport theory 10 or population dynamics 18 , for instance,
where operators of this kind occur frequently.
Note that some of the previous results may be proved without recursion
to Volterra integral equations for operators ``ergodic at infinity,'' if instead
Ä .of the spaces defined via the solution families, e.g., F A , the spaces
 .defined via the operators, e.g., F A , are used.
5. APPLICATION TO NON-ELLIPTIC
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
It is well known that strongly elliptic operators A generate holomorphic
 .  .  .semigroups in L V for 1 F p - ` and in C V , if V is sufficientlyp 0
smooth, the coefficients of A are sufficiently smooth, and the boundary
conditions are reasonable. If we use the construction of the previous
section, we may obtain regularity for solution families for nonelliptic
operators, if the kernel of the integral equation a has certain properties
instead. The operators we consider in general do not generate semigroups,
not even distribution semigroups, which require a logarithmic cone to be
part of the resolvent set. Instead the resolvent sets of such operators need
only contain a cone with an angle less than pr2. This drawback is canceled
out by the Laplace transform of a being in a certain sector. Theorem 5.3
surmises the application of the duality theory as developed in the previous
section to such operators. Such sectorial operators from the largest group
of applications for the theory of the previous sections.
We use the standard notation and terminology for differential operators
 w x.as presented in various sources e.g., 2, 13, 15 .
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Consider V g R n an open, bounded domain with smooth boundary, and
 .let F V be some space of functions whose support lies in V. Let
A x , D u x s a x Dau x .  .  .  .  . .  a
< <a F2 m
be a differential operator. We call
< <aa aA x , D u x s y1 D a u x .  .  .  . .  . a
< <a F2 m
 .the formal adjoint of A x, D . Consider
D A s u g F V : A x , D u g F V , .  .  .  .F
b < <D u x s 0 for x g ­ V , b - m4 .
as domain. Suppose, furthermore, that the complex-valued a are continu-a
< <ously a-times differentiable for a F 2m. Let
AX x , D s a x Da .  . a
< <a s2 m
 .be the principal part of A x, D .
 .  .  .  .  .If F V s L V 1 - p F ` , we set A s A , and if F V s C V ,p p F 0
we set A s A .0 F
Recall that a closed, linear, densely defined operator T is called the
sectorial of angle f, if there exist r, M ) 0 such that
< <S f [ l g C: arg l - f , l ) r ; r T , 4 .  .  .r
and for each e ) 0 there exists a constant M ) 0e
y1
l lI y T F M for l g S f y e . 3 .  .  .e r
 .DEFINITION 5.1. The operator A x, D is called strongly elliptic if there
exists a constant c ) 0 such that
m 2 mX < <R y1 A x , j ) c j .  . . .
nfor all j g R and x g V.
The proof that elliptic operators are sectorial and generate holomorphic
 n.  . w xsemigroups in L R 1 - p - ` is due to Agmon et al. 2, 3 .p
The more complicated duality theory is part of the reason that the cases
 .  .L V and C V are more involved, and only after more than a decade1 0
w x.later 15 were they proved; the corresponding result was proved for
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elliptic operators of second order for general boundary conditions in
 . w x.L V even later 4, 16 .1
Many differential operators, particularly elliptic ones, are sectorial with
f ) pr2; they generate holomorphic semigroups. However, systems or
complex multiples of such operators need not be elliptic. As a prime
example, we may consider the Laplacian D and the Schrodinger operatorÈ
 n.iD in L R : while the former is sectorial for any f - p , the latter is only2
sectorial for f F pr2! In fact, all generators of C -semigroups are secto-0
rial with angle less than pr2.
We now consider a system of differential operators,
a A C0
A s , /C bB1
where A and B are elliptic operators as above with underlying domains
 .V and V , respectively, and C are bounded operators mapping F V0 1 i i
 .  .  .into F V i s 0, 1 and a , b g S pr2 .1y i 0
 .THEOREM 5.2. If A is f- and B is c-sectorial with f ) arg a and
 .   .  ..c ) arg b , then A is sectorial with angle min f y arg a , c y arg b .
  .  ..  .Proof. Let g s min f y arg a , c y arg b . Then for l g S g suf-0
 .  .y1  .  .y1ficiently large, we let R l [ lI y a A , R l [ lI y bB ,A B
 .  .  .  .  .  .D l [ C R l C R l , and D l [ R l C R l C . Formally we0 0 B 1 A 1 B 1 A 0
have
y1
lI y A .
y1 y1
R l I y D l R l C D l yI R l .  .  .  .  . .  .A 0 A 0 1 Bs .y1 y1 0R l C R l IyD l D l y I R l .  .  .  .  . .  .B 1 A 0 1 B
4 .
5  .5 < y1 < y1  .Now R l F Mr a l for a l g S f . The latter is the case when-A r
  ..  .ever l g S f y arg a . The corresponding statement is true for R l .r B
From this infer for sufficiently large l that
D l F 1r2 and D l F 1r2. .  .0 1
 .Using this we have made 4 rigorous and obtained the necessary estimate
5 .y1 5 X < <  .lI y A F M r l for l g S g , l sufficiently large.0
Observe that the estimates above are far from optimal. C and C need0 1
not be bounded. In fact, it is easy to see that the theorem still holds if
 .  .  .  .D A ; D C and D B ; D C and for each e ) 0 there exists an1 0
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 .M e ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5C x F e Ax q M e x and C x F e Bx q M « x . .  .1 0
 .For operators T , sectorial of angle f, Eq. 1 has a solution family, if
 . by1 y1  wa t s t , where 0 - b - 1 is chosen such that b f ) pr2 see 14,
x.Example I.2.3 . Since all spaces introduced in the previous sections are
independent of a, there is no need to mentioned it in the following: we
tacitly assume a is chosen appropriately. Let V s V = V , where the V0 1 i
 .are chosen with disjoint closure without loss of generality. Then F V s
 .  .F V = F V .0 0
( .  .THEOREM 5.3. Let A be as in Theorem 5.2. Then L V s C V ,1 0
U( ( a a ( .  .  .C V s L V , A s A , A s A , and A s A .0 1 1 ` 1 0 0 1
The proof of this theorem follows easily from the proof of the corre-
 w x.sponding theorems for semigroups see 4 .
6. THE NONSCALAR CASE
The nonscalar case is much more delicate than the scalar. Solution
families come in more ``types,'' each streamlined to a particular set of
problems, and a generation theorem encompassing all well-posed problems
seems to be unknown. The obvious advantage of the scalar case in our
t  .situation was that division by H a s ds was possible rather generally. We0
had only required Assumption 2.3 to hold. But we may overcome this
difficulty by assuming more. The following presents an avenue one can
take when analyzing this duality situation. We exhibit a space that is a
subdomain of the domain of strong continuity for the dual family, and for
a special case we will characterize that domain. Let us first recall some
  ..terminology. It is our standing assumption that the family A t t G 0
generates a strongly continuous solution family.
Let X and Y denote two Banach spaces, with Y densely embedded in X.
l oc  ..Let A g L R , B Y, X . The equation1 q
u t s u q A)u t .  .  .0
 .  .  .is said to have a solution family S t , t G 0, with S t s u t, u , if0
 .  .  .i S ? is strongly continuous in X and S 0 s I.
 .  .ii S ? is strongly continuous in Y.
 .  .  . .  .iii For t G 0 the equations S t s I q A)S t and S t s I q
 . .S) A t hold in Y, where the integrals involved are strong Bochner
integrals in Y.
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Since Y is densely embedded in X, we can consider X U to be embedded
U  .in Y not necessarily densely . We now consider the space
X ?s xU g X U : there exists a nullset N ; R ,q
U UU U Ul ocsuch that x g D A t , A ? x g L R , X . .  .  . .F 1 q 5
tgR _ Nq
 .We have used the fact that the densely defined operators A t all have
unique closed, adjoint operators. With X w we denote the domain of
U  . ?  U .strong continuity of S t . In the scalar case we have X s D A and
U wD A s X . .
? wPROPOSITION 6.1. X ; X .
Proof. Let x g X ?. Then for s - t we get
U UU U :x , S t x y S s x .  .
t U U :F S r x , A t y r x dr .  .H
s
s U UU U :q S r x , A t y r x y A s y r x dr . .  .  .H
0
 5 5 4Both terms converge to zero as t ª s, uniformly for x g X : x F 1 ,
 .U U l oc U .since A ? x g L R , X .1 q
 .  .THEOREM 6.2. Let A t s B t A with A a closed operator in X, Y s
 . l oc  ..  .  .D A , and B g L R , B X , such that B t A ; AB t for all t G 0.1 q
Moreo¨er, let there exist e ) 0 and t ) 0, such that for all t F t there existse e
a d ) 0 andt
t t
5 5B s x ds G e B s x ds G d x .  .H H t
0 0
U wholds for all x g X. Then D A s Y . .
 U . ?Proof. We first note that D A ; Y , and it thus remains to prove
U U Uthat strong continuity on x implies that x g D A . By the same .
 .argument as in the scalar case Theorem 4.1 , we conclude that
 . .U U  U .  . t  .B)S t x g D A . We know that J t [ H B s x ds is invertible and,0
 .y1by the closedness of A, commutes with A in the sense that J t A ;
  ..y1   ..y1 . .U U  U .A J t . Thus J t B)S t x g D A , and for t - te
U Uy1 U U U UJ t B)S t x y x F 1re S t x y x , .  .  .  . .
finishing the proof.
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As a simple example, consider the equations
n
Xu t , x s div b =u t , x q g t , x .  .  .i i j i i
is0
2 w x w xfor i s 1, . . . , n in a smooth domain V ; R . See 5 for physical and 1, 6
for some mathematical modeling. Considering a model with ``memory,'' we
obtain the abstract Volterra integral equation
tXu t , x s dB ys Du s, x q g t , x , .  .  .  .H
0
 .   n..with u s u , . . . , u and B g BV R , B R . We augment this equation1 n q
 .  .with Dirichlet boundary conditions and initial values . The matrix B t
  .  ..commutes with D the Laplacian D u , . . . , u s Du , . . . , Du for each1 n 1 n
 . w xt G 0. Assume that there exists a solution family S ? in the sense of 14 .
 .Let B ? be diagonally dominant, i.e.,
inf b t y b t \ q ) 0, .  .i i i j /w xtg 0, 1 j/i
and let all b i satisfy Assumption 2.3 for all i s 1, . . . , n. We choose thei
l -norm in R n:1
t t
B s u ds s b s u ds .  . H H i j j
0 0i j
t
F b s u ds .H i j j
0i , j
t t
F b s u q b s u ds .  . H Hi i i i j j /0 0i j/i
t t
F b s u q b s u ds .  . H Hi i i i j i /0 0i j/i
t
F 2 b s u ds .H i i i
0i
ty1 5 5F 2 q B b s u y b s u ds .  . . H i i i i j j
0i j/i
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t ty1 y15 5F 2 q B e b s u ds y b s u ds .  . H Hq i i i i j ji i /0 0i j/i
ty1 y15 5F 2 q B min e , 1 b s u ds . H .q i j ji ii 0i j
ty1 y15 5s 2 q B min e , 1 B s u ds . .H .qiii 0
The foregoing calculations are independent of the actual function space
in which the Volterra equation is considered. Using, for instance, the
  .n.wresults from the previous section, we find by Theorem 6.2 that L V1
Un .  .s C V is the domain of strong continuity of S ? when the underlying0
 .n.space is L V .1
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